Romancing the Solomons

Imagine a place where adventure and romance are at your every turn. Head down a path... whether you choose right or left, you win every time. Look east and you will come upon a friendly and pristine village.

Look west and you will find yourself at a remote waterfall. Swim left and you are off to a coral beach, snorkel right and you end up at a WW2 wreck. It’s always pure adventure, pure Mother Nature and pure passion. Here the romantic options are endless.
Write a Romance Novel

Boy meets girl, boy loses girl, boy gets girl back; it’s the classic romance formula for all time. Well, whoever decided that never spent any time in the Solomons. Here we like to describe our romance stories in an entirely different way, where there is no losing, only winning. In the Sols, we simply choose to embark with our special soulmate on one of our unlimited options and what happens next is the stuff of international bestsellers.

Let’s take a look at some of the amorous escapades you can indulge in:

- You can picnic on a remote beach, watch a sunset off a long dock or have an intimate meal served in your villa. Wherever you choose to eat in the Solomons is romance in our books.
• Watch dugout canoes pass by you as they’re headed down an ocean passageway off glassy water that looks more like a lake than the sea. You could also try traveling in the traditional dugout and experience the Solomon way.

• Snorkel out 50 meters from the beach to see a WW2 wreck... it’s the ultimate adventure.

• Have fish that you caught in the bay for your dinner that night... spectacular seafood abounds!

• Sit down with a host family in a village for a festive buffet Sol style. Spend time with the village kids who’ll be more than happy to be your little tour guides and show you their life.
• Travel to some of the hundreds of small islands, many nestled in coves with beautiful white sandy beaches, while romancing in eco-lodges set next to villages where people live as they lived 500 years ago.

• Lay down and watch the millions of stars twinkling above. Fall asleep in each other’s arms and awake to a beautiful sunrise.

• Be amongst some of the friendliest people in the world with some of the most vibrant and incredible smiles. A smile on your loved one is always a wonderful sight and sure to make the heart beat faster.
Discover the Greatest Adventure

What could be more romantic than a tropical, South Pacific adventure with your loved one? Prepare yourself to embark on a romantic getaway to a place that’s completely within your budget and yet entirely out of this world.

The Solomon Islands is located in the heart of the South Pacific and in the heart of romantics everywhere. Surrounded by pristine blue ocean, and comprised of almost a thousand islands, the equally epic and friendly Hapi Isles never fail to bring romance to life.
A romantic South Pacific adventure, one that is equal parts memorable and wholly unique is casting its next production and you booked for a starring role. Titled, ‘It’s Solways Romance’, it’s the story of your dreams and having the time of your life.